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Abstract--Memory deduplication, which can remedy memory
scarcity in mobile systems, can hardly be used due to its high
computation cost. This paper proposes a computation efficient
memory deduplication scheme that avoids unnecessary
computations for memory deduplication. Our prototype shows
significant computation cost reduction while providing the same
memory savings as in previous approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Launch time of applications in three cases: spawning a new process,
resuming a cached application, and resuming a cached one whose memory
pages are duplicated and so copy-on-write-protected.

Smart mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets,
provide many useful functions in the form of applications.
These applications are usually cached in memory as
background processes since running an application from its
cached state is much faster than running it by spawning a new
process as shown in Fig. 1. This application caching, however,
comes at a cost of memory occupation. Many well-known
mobile applications require about 20 MBs for caching them on
average as depicted in Table I. Meanwhile, smart devices have
their memory capacity limited due to cost, small form factor
and power consumption. Accordingly, even though caching
applications has the benefit of fast launching, less likely to be
used applications are killed to obtain free memory in order to
satisfy other applications' memory demands. These killed
applications will results in long latencies for re-launching them
since they should accompany spawning new processes.
Memory deduplication (or transparent page sharing) is one
of approaches to increase memory density in computer systems
[1][2]. In this approach, a memory deduplication procedure
periodically scans a system's memory pages and merges pages
storing identical contents so that it can secure additional free
memory. For example, a Galaxy Nexus smartphone has
200MBs of free memory after booting. When the memory
deduplication is performed, its free memory increases to
280MBs, gaining 80MBs of additional free memory. By
exploiting this surplus memory, the system can cache several
applications additionally so to be able to decrease long
latencies from spawning new processes. A problem, however,
is that existing memory deduplication approaches cannot be
directly used in mobile systems because scanning memory
contents is highly computation-intensive and drains a battery
significantly.
This paper tackles this problem and proposes an efficient
memory deduplication scheme for mobile smart devices.
Mobile smart devices have two characteristics: (1) background
processes do not change their memory contents and (2) a small

TABLE I
MEMORY COSTS FOR CACHING APPLICATIONS
Application
Memory Cost
Application
Memory Cost
Call
14.3 MB
Twitter
18.6 MB
SMS
5.7 MB
Maps
32.4 MB
Facebook
24.5GMB
Browser
65.1 MB
CNN
8.0 MB
Mail
6.7 MB
GooglePlay
8.8 MB
Average
20.5 MB

number of virtual pages have memory deduplication chances.
By exploiting both characteristics, the proposed scheme
decreases the computation cost for the memory deduplication
significantly. Our scheme is implemented in a Galaxy Nexus
Android smartphone and evaluated with a real user workload.
The proposed scheme showed 98% of computation reduction
while providing the same memory savings as in the previous
approach.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME
The advantage of memory deduplication is to be able to
secure additional free memory for caching data or applications
more in memory. On the other hand, the cost for memory
deduplication is to inspect memory contents and to writeprotect merged pages. When multiple pages are merged into
one page, multiple processes share the merged page and the
page is copy-on-write (CoW) protected. When each process
updates the shared page, the page is CoW-breaked and the
process updating the shared page has its own copy of the page.
Accordingly, when a process often updates its merged pages,
frequent merging and CoW breaking of pages become
overheads of a system. Therefore, it is important to exclude
processes and pages which cause this frequent merging and
breaking.
A. Background process pruning
Most mobile devices adopt an application framework that
provides one foreground application and many background
applications. Since these devices have a small screen, only one
application is active in foreground and the rest of the
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applications are inactive in background. An important point is
that, from the perspective of memory, a foreground application
is actively changing its memory pages while background
applications are not updating their memory contents.
By exploiting this characteristic, our memory deduplication
approach only targets a process’s memory pages only when the
process turns out to be in background. When a process is in
foreground, this process is excluded from the target of periodic
page scanning. When a process goes into background, its
memory pages do not change over time. Accordingly, if its
memory pages are merged, the merged state persists for a long
time so that saved free pages can be exploited by other
applications.
In addition, a background process’s pages should be
scanned only once because its memory contents do not change
over time until it goes into foreground. Therefore, in our
scheme, once a background process’s pages are scanned, the
pages are not scanned in successive rounds.
B. Virtual page pruning
Many smart device platforms, such as Android, adopts
fork()-dlopen() execution model. In this execution model,
application processes have a similar address space layout to
each other because they are forked from the same parent
process (zygote in Android). In this environment, identical
pages are found in a small set of virtual pages over the entire
address space.
By using this characteristic, our scheme manages a profile to
filter out virtual pages which do not generate memory savings.
When a process enters background for the first time, the
profile records virtual pages being merged. When the process
goes into background next time, the memory deduplication
procedure only scans virtual pages within the profile so that it
does not waste CPU for unnecessary virtual page scanning.
In addition, our scheme manages one profile for all
applications in a system. Since each application has mostly the
same address space layout, most virtual pages are overlapped
in each process’s profile.

Fig. 2. Computation time for scanning one page in each scheme (time spent by
ksmd / # of pages scanned).

Fig. 3. Memory savings while a real-user workload is running.

based one, both pruning methods still reduce computation cost
by 41% and 81%.
Fig. 3 shows the memory savings over time while the
workload is running. As depicted in the figure, even if our
schemes are applied, the amount of memory savings is mostly
the same as that in vanilla KSM or hash-based KSM. This
result means that our scheme minimizes computation costs for
finding identical pages while securing the same amount of free
memory.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We suggested and evaluated an efficient memory
deduplication scheme for mobile smart devices. Our pruning
scheme with hash based indexing is effective for decreasing
the computation cost of memory deduplication in mobile
systems.
In spite of this computation cost reduction, periodic
scanning of identical pages is meaningless when free memory
is sufficient. But, when free memory is low, it could be better
to perform memory deduplication rather than reclaiming cache
pages or cached applications. We are conducting research on
finding proper time to perform memory deduplication.

III. EVALUATION
The proposed scheme is implemented in the Android Linux
kernel 3.0.8 that runs on Galaxy Nexus. We modified kernel
samepage merging (KSM) in the Linux kernel. We ran a real
user workload which consists of many well-known Android
applications as in [4]. The memory deduplication procedure
(ksmd) periodically scans 100 pages and sleeps for 20
milliseconds by default.
Fig. 2 shows the computation cost for scanning one page in
each scheme. Hash-based denotes a modified version of KSM.
It uses hashtable to find identical pages [1] while vanilla KSM
exploits red-black tree [2]. Our two pruning methods are
implemented based on the hash-based implementation.
As shown in the figure, both pruning methods decrease
computation cost by 94% and 98%, respectively, as compared
to the vanilla KSM implementation. In comparison with hash-
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